
 

Genre:  

Black Metal 

 

Origin: 

77652 Offenburg, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany 

 

Nocturnis are: 

Raphael Matzat - Vocals 

Vincent Padrutt - Guitar 

Lukas Wenzel - Guitar 

Dirk Schoening - Bass 

Christian Burg - Drums 

 

Pressinformation 

Nocturnis, a term derived from the Latin, which means "night". The night, the dark 

and their hopelessness play a major role in the music of Nocturnis. The nearby Black 

Forest is also expressed through music. Large atmospheric riffs show the aesthetics 

of a night in the Black Forest, but the following overwhelming blast beat passages 

make it clear how merciless both the night and the Black Forest can be. All in all a 

symbolic picture of the Black Forest! Darkness and melancholy paired with 

atmosphere and brutality. 

Nocturnis are also convincing in their live performances, because they bring what 

their music represents on stage! Absolutely precise drumming as the enthroned 

cornerstone. A guitar wall that leaves no way out. A growling bass that brings 

anouncement from impending disaster and a voice that freezes the blood in your 

veins. 

 

 

 



Biography 

Nocturnis was founded in summer 2018 by singer Raphael Matzat, guitarist Lukas 

Wenzel, drummer Christian Burg and bassist Dirk Schoening. Already in the first 

rehearsals it became clear in which direction it should go musically. Guitarist Vincent 

Padrutt joined the band in April 2019 and the line-up was complete. 

The first concerts were played from September 2019, all of which were well attended. 

The appearance at the Baden in Blut – Blood Battle 2022 Contest, which lead to a 

second place, in Lorrach (GER) deserves special mention. 

Over the winter of 2019, the first EP "Aporia" was recorded on its own and mastered 

by Christoph Brandes at the Iguana Studios. This has been published on July 18, 

2020. 

While the pandemic raged, Nocturnis concentrated on writing new music. For the 

new release, Nocturnis was able to sign a record deal with the label Black 

Sunset/MDD Records. 

The first full-length album "Unsegen" was released on 28 October 2022. This was 

also recorded by the band themselves and mastered by Christoph Brandes at Iguana 

Studios. 

  



Discography: 

Unsegen (Album, 2022.10.28, Black Sunset/MDD Records) 

Tracklist: 

1. Am Rande 

2. Unsegen I 

3. Unsegen II 

4. Niedergang 

5. Reue 

6. Zerrissenheit 

 

 

 

 

 

Aporia (EP, 07.18.2020, Self-Released) 

Tracklist: 

1. Fleshbound Incarceration 

2. Everlasting Circle 

3. Predicament 

4. Dimness Of Vision 

5. Gaias Revenge 

6. A Path To Nothingness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Contact: 

Dirk Schoening 

+49 0170 5015325 

nocturniscvlt@gmail.com 

 

 

Weblinks: 

 

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/Nocturniskvlt/ 

 

Instagram: 

https://www.instagram.com/Nocturniskvlt/ 

 

YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbElZKhMjXb3Zj3zEjDSO5w 

 

Spotify: 

https://open.spotify.com/artist/0JQbbCWjlnheanQVZEYJKe?si=sYiuY1PzR1-

YDvLSXyGOiQ 

 

AppleMusic: 

https://music.apple.com/de/artist/nocturnis/1516067278 

 

Deezer: 

https://www.deezer.com/de/artist/96359822 
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